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About This Game

Turmoil offers players a visually charming, tongue-in-cheek take on the simulation genre inspired by the 19th century oil rush in
North America. Get a taste of the rush and rivalry of the time as you earn your way to become a successful oil entrepreneur. As

you make money digging up and selling oil, the town will grow along with you.

Lease land at the town auction and search for oil. Build a rig, create an efficient pipe network and bring up the oil to store it in
silos. Sell the oil at the best times to maximize profits. Then buy essential upgrades in town to cope with rock, gas and ice.

Acquire more town shares than your competitors in a bid to become the new mayor.

A campaign where you build your rags-to-riches oil baron career and beat your rivals.

Dozens of upgrades and new tools to improve your oil mining operations.
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Meet the town’s characters in the saloon and make shady business deals.

Play single game mode to get one of literally millions of procedurally generated levels and earn as much as you can in
one year.

Steam Achievements, Badges, Trading Cards and Cloud Saving.

Lease land at the town auction and search for oil using a dowser, mole or scanner.

Maximize your profits by using natural gas to boost the oil price.

Outbid your competitors at the stock auction.
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Hours of fun.

Oil. Black gold. Texas tea.. Honestly, not a bad little game. It may get a little repetitive at times but by the time I finished the
normal Campaign, I still felt like I had accomplished something and did not regret the time spent. Would recommend it at its
full price, but if it is ever on sale I would recommend not passing it up.. Had watched a bunch of letsplays on youtube and this
game looked really fun. And it was. For the first two hours.
Then it got very repetitive, boring and easy.
Feels a bit like a flash game from newgrounds or something similar.

May be worth it on sale but not otherwise.
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